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Summary 

The ion source, acceleration tube, and beam 
transport system for the Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tory (LLL) T(d,n) 3He neutron sources are described. 
To produce 4 x 1013 n/s, a 1 50-rnA D+ beam at 400 
keV is required. A 17-aperture version of the 
reflex-arc MATS-III ion source is under test for 
this use. To simplify the acceleration tube and 
beam transport design, a 90° double-focusing magnet 
is to be used to separate the D+ component from 
molecular beam components. Emittance measurements 
on the resulting D+ beam are given. A four-gap, 
uniform-field acceleration column has been design
ed. Beam trajectory calculations for the acceler
ation column and transport system are presented. 
Design concepts will be tested on a prototype 
accelerator scheduled to operate in mid-1977. 

Introduction 

A new, intense, 14-MeV neutron source facil
ityl is now under construction at LLL for fusion 
reactor material studies and possible cancer ther
apyapplications. This D-T neutron source utilizes 
a 400-keV D+ beam to bombard a T-loaded, high-speed 
rotating target. This follows the approach of an 
existing neutron source facility at LLL known as 
RTNS-I (~otating larget i!eutron ~ource), which pro-
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duces up to 6 x 1012 n/s with a 20-mA D+ beam at 
400 keV. The first phase of the new RTNS-II facil
ity calls for a dc 150-rnA D+ beam at 400 keV for an 

expected yield of 4 x 1013 n/s; an upgrade to 400 
rnA for a yield of ~1014 n/s is planned. A schema
tic layout of the ion source and accelerator sec
tions of one of the two accelerators for this facil
ity is shown in Fig. 1. This paper describes the 
ion source and accelerator part of this facility. 
The details of the rotating target will not be 
covered here other than to note that to handle the 
~60-kW power load on the ~1-cm2 target spot without 
a prohibitive heating transient and loss of T re
quires changing from the present 23-cm-diam., 1100-
rpm target to a 50-cm-diam., 5000-rpm version that 
includes special integral water cooling channels. 
Typical operating lifetimes for the T-loaded tar
gets (until decay to 70% of initial yield) are ex
pected to be ~100 h. The maximum power density 
which the target can withstand limits the peak flux 
to 1.5 x 1013 n/cm2 . s for the present Ti Tl .8 target material. 
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Figure 1: Ion source and acceleration tube sections of RTNS-II. 

aWork performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
Energy Research and Development Administration 
under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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Ion Sources 

The ion source for the first phase of this 
accelerator application has the requirement of dc 
operation that will yield a minimum of 150-mA 0+ 
with an acceptable normalized emittance ~ 0.4 mrad
cm [En = area (r,r') BY/IT]. Several ion sources 
seemed capable of being scaled to meet these re
quirements. However, because only the MATS-III 
reflex-arc ion source 2 appeared presently opera
tional up to the desired 400-mA dc range, it was 
adopted for final development and testing for this 
application. As originally developed for neutral
beam injection into the controlled fusion Baseball 
II experiment,3 the 63-aperture, 6.0-cm-diam. beam 
MATS-III source was capable of total beam of ~l-A 
dc at 20 kV. For the 150-mA 0+ beam requirement, 
the MATS-III source extraction plate was masked 
down to an 3.3-cm-diam. array of 17 4.1-mm-diam. 
apertures with a 0.25-mm-thick Mo mask on the 
plasma side of the extraction electrode. Source 
tests were performed in the test stand geometry 
shown in Fig. 2 that includes a 90° double-focus-
ing magnet designed4 to separate the desired 0+ 
beam from molecular components. Use of only the 0+ 
component arises partially from the severe reduct
ion in target life-time if the target is bombarded 
with a mixed atomic and molecular beam and partial
ly from the desire to simplify beam transport and 
focus ing. 

The principal ion source parameters of inter
est are the dc beam output, the usable pure-O+ beam 
after separation, and the 0+ beam emittance. Here, 

performance will be described for the 17-aperture 
version. 

In addition to basic measurements needed for 
this application, work has been continued on sever
al areas where improvement appeared desirable. 
Among these are a higher fraction of 0+ available, 
a higher gas efficiency, a lower normalized emitt
ance, and improved component lifetime. As backup 
to the multiple-aperture source, development work 
has continued on scaling up a duoplasmatron source 
for higher output and dc operation, and on a single
aperture version of the MATS-III reflex arc dubbed 
SARA (~ingle ~erture Reflex ~rc). The SARA source 
(shown schematically in Fig. 3) is also described 
here because of several possible advantages includ
ing a relatively rugged, simple, extraction-elect
rode system and an unusually low beam emittance. 
However, production of a 150-mA 0+ beam with a 
single, ~2-cm-diam. aperture would require extrac
tion at > 40 kV and would present some disadvantages 
for the present application. For comparison, the 
typical operating parameters for the MATS-III-17-
aperture source and SARA sources are given in 
Table I, with a lens magnet for beam focus and a 
90° magnet for species separation. Neither source 
has yet been optimized for gas efficiency. Tests 
to date have been limited to < 20-kV by the test 
stand power supply. -

The species measurements quoted here involve 
an analysis of the total beam with a 90° separation 
magnet designed for nearly symmetric double focus
ing. The system appears to yield a good beam for 
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Figure 2: The 20-kV test stand for ion source development. 
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Figure 3: SARA ion source assembly. 

TABLE 
TYPICAL ION SOURCE OPERATING PARAMETERS 

Source 

Gas flow (02)' STP 
Arc current 

15-kV, 17-Aper. MATS-III 
~12-15 cm3/min 

25-35 A 

20-kV SARA 
~8-10 cm3/min 

14-20 A 
50-100 V Arc voltage 60-120 V 

Drain current/extraction/voltage 

I (100-cm2 target at 1.5 m) 
fc{O+) charged beam fraction 0+ 

fO total energetic beam fractional 

400 mA, 15 kV 

350-380 rnA 

60-70% 

100-120 mA, 20 kV 

80-100 rnA 

75-83% 

15-25% 8-11% 
neutral 

Normalized 0+ emittances (at 10 kV) ~O. 1 mrad cm ~0.02 mrad cm 

the source, but the evaluation of the system optics 
and the degree of space-charge neutralization are 
still in progress. To date, the specially shaped 
pole tips have only been used with a small-area 
magnetic yoke (in the 20-kV test stand) which per
mits 90 0 deflection only for 0+ up to 10 kV (or 
20-kV H+). 

Previous measurements of the ion species com
position generally were made using a relatively 
small sample of the beam on axis and often tended 
to yield a somewhat high and hence misleading 0+ 
charged-beam fraction. The study here with a 
swinging target to intercept the various components 
of the total char~ed beam indicates a substantial 
variation in fc{O ) with extracted beam radius: 
from ~50% for a 6-cm-diam., 63-aperture system, to 
~65% for a 3.3-cm-diam., 17-aperture system, and to 
~80% for a 2-cm-diam.+ single-aperture system. In 
general f (O+) ~ f (H ) for all source conditions 

c c + 
tested. To attain the fc{O ) values given above 

required a hot anode (arc heated to ~2000 K) and 
extensive use of thin, 0.25-mm Mo heat shields as 
liners throughout the arc chamber. To explore the 
other extreme, the normal hot Mo anode was replace
ed by a water-cooled Cu anode ring placed near the 
extraction aperture plate. In this mode of opera
tion, the fc{O+) was reduced to 10-20% with a 
correspondingly high f c{u2+). In addition, it was 

noted during tests with the 17-aperture system that 
a fresh, heavy-oxide cathode coating had an appar
ently catalytic effect, that is, it tended to tem
porarily enhance fc{O+) to as high as 90%, but 
provided no useful increase in the 0+ current. Pre
dissociation of the input O2 gas was also tried with 
an auxiliary Woven; however, there was little 
effect beyond that attained with the hot Mo liner 
system, implying that the species equilibrium is 
still dominated by some wall recombination process. 
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The normalized emittance s was measured for n 
the 90° ~mittan~e camera location shown in Fig. 2. 
The multlple-sllt camera required a 1- to 10-s 
exposure to attain a readable level of visual dam
age on a strip of polymer plastic used as a film 
roll. The measurements quoted here are·only for 
the plane of deflection, and because they suffer 
from remanent beamlet structure in the multiple
aperture case, require averaging several scans from 
densitometer readout. Use of a multiple-lens mag
net, 90° double-focusing system also introduces 
~eam cros~over and ~berration problems unless spec
lal care 15 taken wlth the beam focus adjustment. 
More refined emittance measurements that are plan
ned at higher beam currents on a 50-kV test stand 
90° defl ecti on magnet system, will incl ude a meas~ 
urement in the plane orthogonal to the 90° deflect
ion. The very low value of the SARA emittance is 
~aken to imply a relatively uniform plasma density, 
lon temperatures of only 0,1 eV (within + 1 cm of 
the axis) and a minimum of aberration in the semi
Pierce extraction geometry shown in Fig. 3. 

Accelerator Design and Beam Envelope Studies 

The electrode structure chosen to accelerate 
the emergent D+ beam to a total of ',,400 keV is a 
relatively large-aperture, nearly uniform moderate
gradient (0,20 kV/cm) column design as shown in 
F~g. 4. This tube design was selected as a compro
mlse among several conflicting requirerrents. To 
minimize ~eam expansion due to space charge, the 
acceleratlon to full energy should occur in the 
shortest possible length; i.e., the highest gradi
ent consistent with reliable operation should be 
used. However, the extent to which the high gradi
ents possible in pulsed operation at low-duty 
cycles could be sustained in dc operation was not 
clear. The electric field has thus been set at a 
value approximately half that used in pulsed injec
tors. Secondly, although the space-charge expan-
sial ~Jn be compensated by the z4/3 variation of 
potential used in Pierce structures, use of this 
technique would require electrodes reaching close 

Ground plane 
r Gradient rings 

to the beam and would produce proper field config
uration only for a single current value. Because 
the neutron source strength must be easily vari
able, the acceleration column must tolerate a 
reasonable range of input current. Other require
rrents are re-entrant electrodes to shield the 
ceramic insulators and water cooling of the outer 
electrod~s .to remove energy deposited by stray 
beam strlklng the electrodes. The ceramic enve
lope has been made in several sections to allow for 
easy replacement or modification of electrodes or 
ceramic ~ections: Inner field-shaping electrodes 
are Mo; lntermedlate connecting electrodes are Cu 
with Cr plating; and the outer electrodes that are 
vacuum brazed to the ceramic insulators are Cu. 
An a~cel~ration colu~n of this design is now in 
fabrlcatlon for testlng with H2+ beam on a proto-

type accelerator scheduled for completion in July 
1977. 

Computer studies have been used as an exten
sive tool to check the electrode design. The JASON 
code5 was used to insure acceptable vacuum fields, 
and the TRACE code was used for D+ beam-envelope 
~tudies as a ~unction of beam voltage, beam current, 
lnput b~am ~mlttance, and fractional space-charge 
neutrallzatlon of the exit beam. 

. .A typical set of trajectory traces is shown 
ln Flg. 5. Th~ beam+current for this case was a 
l50-~, 5-cm~dlam. D beam that diverged at 1°. 
The lmage pOlnt of the 90° separation magnet is 
located 10 cm before the first gap, i.e., where 
space-charge effects become important. Space
charge expansion of the beam is compensated for by 
the ~t~ong lens effect at the tube entrance. As 
the lnJected beam current is decreased the beam 
diameter is reduced to decrease the le~s effect. 
Ray-tracing runs indicate that for currents from 
30-150 rnA, beams exiting the tube will be parallel 
or slightly convergent. The 50-kV test stand which 
duplicates the optical layout of all terminal com
ponents will be used to determine the limits to 
which the source can be matched to the tube. 
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Figure 4: Accelerator column assembly. 
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Figure 5: TRACE code trajectory calculations 
(note the differences in vertical and horizontal 
scales and that the beam enters from the left side). 

Serious problems which remain to be investi
gated with the prototype accelerator are the effects 
of beam density variations due to both the multiple
aperture structure and to ion-source noise. These 
variations will affect both the beam focus and the 
extent to which the beam can be considered space
charged neutralized in the post-acceleration drift 
space. 

Beam Transport System 

Transport of the 400-keV beam from the accel
erator ~6 m to the target will be done with a 
system utilizing 10-cm-aperture, quadrupole trip
let lenses. The major uncertainty in design of 
this system is the extent of neutralization of the 
beam. If the beam is assumed to be fully neutral
ized, then a l-cm FWHM beam spot can be produced 
with elements having fields of <1600 G at the sur
face. Up to ~20% residual space charge on the beam 
can be compensated by raising the field strength 
to 2000 G, well within the limits of the elements 
selected. 

A tentative layout of compone~ts was done with 
the statistical transport code SPEAM, which allows 
variable space charge on the beam. This three
triplet system was then optimized using TRANSPORT 
in a search mode. The sensitivity of the beam spot 
size to variations in energy was acceptable, with a 
1% change in beam energy causing only a 5% change 
in the area of the beam spot on target. The final 
design of the transport system will depend upon the 
beam parameters measured on the prototype accel
erator. 
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DISCUSSION 

C.D. Curtis, FNAL: Were both quoted emittances for 
beams after bending magnets? 

Osher: Yes, but at the lower beam levels required 
by the 10 keV D+ limitation of the 90 0 bending 
magnet in the test stand. 

NOTICE 

"This report was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by the United States Government. 
Ndther the United States nor the United States 
Energy Research & Development Administration, 
nor any of thf:ir employees, nor any of their 
contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, 
make" any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the 
accuracy, completenes~ or usefulness of any 
information, apparatlls, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately-owned rights." 
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